Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

Mix & Match Wire Wrap Earring Kit

Contents:



1 pair gold hoop earrings
1 pair silver hoop earrings




1 spool 15m gold wire 26 gauge
1 spool 15m silver wire 26 gauge








1 crystal heart pendant bead
2 briolette beads
4 xilion crystal pendant bead
4 bicone beads
1 small pearl bead
2 NM flower logo tags

* All beads are Swarovski excluding the pearl

To make a single wire wrapped briolette or pendant bead:

1. Cut 10 cm of wire.
Thread through the top of the bead.

2. Pinch the wire together with your
fingers over the tip of the bead, leaving a
small triangle/gap.

3. Grab with your flat nose pliers just where
the wires are pinched together.

4. Make a 90 degree bend with one side of
the wire, then wrap it tightly around the first
wire twice and cut the excess wire as close
as you can to the coil.

cut

5. Now hold the coil with your flat nose plier and
make a 90 degree bend.

6. Using your round nose pliers take hold of the
wire, just above the bend.
Make sure your pliers are not holding the wire
right at their tip as you don’t want your loop to be
too little.
Now make a half loop (like we loop with pins)
and with your fingers carry the wire around and
under to make a full loop.

7. Remove your round nose pliers, grab
the loop gently with the flat nose pliers and
coil the wire around over the previous coil,
and then a couple more times (I did mine
about 5-6 times).

Trim excess wire carefully as close as you
can to the coil, gently squeeze any sharp
protruding wire with your flat nose pliers

Single wire
wrapped drop

To make a double bead wire wrapped briolette or
pendant:

1. Cut 15 cm of wire.
Thread through the top of the loop leaving one side
about twice as long as the other.
Now repeat the same as steps 2 & 3 above.

Double wire
wrapped drop
2. You will now be left with one
very long wire on top of the coil.
Thread your bicone bead on it and
then repeat steps 5 & 6 above.
bicone bead

3. Now grab your loop with the flat nose
pliers, twist the wire twice just under your
loop, then take it across the front of your
bead at an angle and then coil it again just
below the bead, going over your first coils
about 4-5 times.

Cut the excess off as closely as you can,
and with your flat nose pliers gently squeeze
in any sharp protruding wire.

Once you have wire wrapped all the
beads, you have the choice of hanging as
many or as few as you would like onto the
earring hoops.
The flower tags can also be added directly
onto the hoop.

Notes:
Difficulty level – medium
Time to complete – 1.5 to 2 hours

For more tips on how to assemble your kit, or if you would like to ask a question, please
have a look at our Facebook page: Nadia Minkoff London Workshops.
*Please note, there may be minor variations in the contents compared to the images. Our kits are made in
the UK so if we run out of any beads or parts we will substitute them with something very similar and within
the same colour and theme. There will always be enough to complete your creation.
When making your jewellery please be aware that there will be small parts that need to be carefully disposed
of. Please be careful of this if you have small children nearby.

